Potential peak in US inflation suggests range bound markets




Moderation of US inflation in July raises hopes that inflation has peaked
Economic normalization is within sight, but unlikely in the short term
In the meantime, range-bound markets point to opportunities for stock and bond selection

Latest CPI fuel hopes that inflation has peaked
Very few monthly data announcements had been as eagerly anticipated as the US’s July consumer price
index (CPI) results, released this week. But well before their release, market watchers were already firmly of
the view that inflation was on its way down and recession was the new enemy.
This view took hold two months back and initiated a softening of commodity prices that has continued ever
since. At their peak in early June, oil prices were nearly 60 percent above levels seen at the start of the year.
Last week, they were only about 18 percent higher, with WTI crude down to around US$90 per barrel.
In a case of self-fulfilling prophecy, this drop in oil and gasoline prices did indeed enable a dip in the US’s
latest inflation numbers. Consumer prices in July grew by 8.5 percent compared to a year ago, below the 40year high of 9.1 percent registered in June, and leading to widespread hopes that the worst is now over.
Price growth stable across most economic sectors
As expected, the biggest drop in July’s overall inflation came from the slower growth in energy prices,
including gasoline and natural gas. This drop helped to offset the slight increase in food and shelter prices.
Over the next few months, these latter two economic sectors will be under much scrutiny for signs of easing.
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Nevertheless these increases were small enough to limit the rise in the Index for All Items less Food and
Energy to just 0.3 percent. This was a smaller increase than in the previous three months and helped prompt
a healthy equity market reaction immediately following this CPI announcement. Major global equity indices,
including in Europe and Asia, rallied to close the day up by 1 to 3 percent. Tech stocks were the big winners
with Facebook parent, Meta up by close to 6.0 percent.
The Fed warns against over-optimism
Bond markets however were more subdued. Despite falling sharply for a few short hours, 10-year US
Treasury yields eventually changed course and ended the day less than 1 basis point lower at 2.79 percent.
Initial optimism was dampened by sobering remarks from a US Fed official that the Fed was “far, far away
declaring victory” on inflation and that markets should expect the Fed’s rate hike programme to stay on course.
Nevertheless the debate appears to have shifted away from the possibility of a 75 basis point hike and towards
a 50 basis point hike instead. High wages and high employment rates in the US point to the fact that
inflationary pressures may have slightly subsided but not gone away. According to the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics, non-farm employment increased by 528,000 in July, and the unemployment rate is now down to
3.5 percent. The former figure exceeds pre-pandemic levels, while the latter is back to pre-pandemic levels
Our “soft landing” base case points to range bound markets in the short term
Without a recalibration of interest rate rises going into 2023, a recession scenario for the US cannot be ruled
out.
There are other worrying signs. Consumer confidence around the world continues to tumble, with the
Conference Board reporting that its US Consumer Confidence Index had fallen for a third consecutive month
in July. The index now stands at 95.7 (1985 = 100), down from the June figure of 98.4. The Board noted that
consumer spending and economic growth would continue to face headwinds over the next six months based
on current inflation and rate hike forecasts.
US GDP has also slowed for two consecutive quarters, and therefore meets the formal definition of a
recession. But given the US’s labour market strength, most economist refer to the current situation as a
“technical recession” and one unlike any other that the US has ever experienced.
UOBAM’s 3Q22 Quarterly Investment Strategy report also noted this disconnect, and concluded that the US
economy is more likely to see a soft landing than a deep recession. Our base case is that inflation
improvements can be expected and therefore a steep interest rate trajectory that could result in a hard landing
will not be required. This means investment opportunities in both bonds and equities can already start to form.

However, a normalisation of the US economy may take several months, and in the meantime, markets are
expected to trade within a broad range. Investors must therefore make the most of such markets by carefully
selecting quality assets that have the potential for good returns over the long term.
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